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ABSTRACT
Digital twins are increasingly valuable in sectors like maritime,
energy, logistics and transportation. In the maritime industry, the
complexity of monitoring vessel traffic, necessitates more sophis-
ticated, data-driven approaches due to the high volume of vessels
and intricate movement patterns. This paper introduces GMSA, a
digital twin application for maritime route and event forecasting
for the entire global fleet, utilizing the real-time AIS streaming
service of Kpler (MarineTraffic), for maritime event detection,
vessel route prediction and traffic state estimation. Through the
combined views of the real-time event detection functions, the
vessel- and port-specific data driven models, and the visualization
of historical aggregated vessel mobility metrics, the application
creates a a multi-layer information system for efficient, proactive
action planning and enhanced decision making for the end-user.

1 INTRODUCTION
Digital twins are virtual representations of physical, real-time
environments [11]. They find applications in various fields like
transportation, manufacturing, health, and energy, allowing for
simulation, data collection, analysis, informed decision-making,
and performance improvement. In maritime operations, digital
twins could revolutionize monitoring, prediction, simulation, and
route planning, enhancing decision-making and safety.

Most current vessel traffic management and maritime mon-
itoring solutions are designed for specific aspects of maritime
operations, emphasizing areas like security, safety [10, 15, 18, 20]
and operations [1, 3, 8, 11, 13, 16]. These solutions are typically
deployed at a local or regional level based on specific use case
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limitations and requirements, focusing on monitoring traffic and
event detection in predetermined sea areas such as coastal zones
and ports. They primarily use the Automatic Identification Sys-
tem (AIS) for collecting vessel positions [14] and rely on basic
models, leading to low accuracy and unreliability in critical situ-
ations. Their components primarily focus on delivering present
situational information, neglecting the potential of historical and
real-time data flows for automated event detection, forecasting,
and action planning. To enhance capabilities, there’s a need for
the fusion of historical insights with real-time, data-driven mod-
els to enable automated early event detection and forecasting for
proactive action planning, improved interpretability, and reduced
complexity for human operators.

Kpler leverages a network of 6,200+ AIS receivers to collect
information from vessels equipped with AIS transponders. Pro-
cessing over 109 AIS messages daily, the MarineTraffic Service
by Kpler provides real-time vessel tracking globally through its
website and apps. The widespread coverage and volume of AIS
messages demand robust algorithms and infrastructure for effi-
cient data management, storage, retrieval, scalability, efficiency,
and big data processing capabilities.

This paper presents a novel digital twin application for mar-
itime route and event forecasting: GMSA (Global Maritime Sit-
uational Awareness). The application targets the needs of key
maritime user groups such as vessel crews and vessel traffic man-
agement operators. The main contributions of the application in
the field of vessel traffic management systems include:

(1) The application leverages a distributed system architecture
that scales on a global level for real-time vessel traffic mon-
itoring and maritime event forecasting based on the actor
model [4]. This addresses key shortcomings in scalability,
scope, speed and accuracy of present vessel traffic man-
agement solutions through the fusion of heterogeneous
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extreme-scale data associated with diverse layers of infor-
mation that are specific to individual vessels, delivering a
digital twin of the global fleet.

(2) The application includes a variety of functions found in
current vessel traffic management and monitoring sys-
tems for data exploration, filtering and event detection.
Additionally, it expands the capabilities of vessel traffic
management systems through data-driven vessel route
and event forecasting models and functions, integrated
on an actor level, which leverage vessel-specific informa-
tion for real-time global vessel traffic monitoring, route
forecasting and precise maritime event predictions. The
User Interface (UI) visualizes the current vessel traffic in
an area from streaming real-time AIS data transmitted by
the global fleet which is captured by satellite services, the
AIS terrestrial network of Kpler and third-party providers
of AIS real-time data operating globally.

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture, presented in Figure 2, addresses the
scalability and forecasting limitations of existing maritime sit-
uational awareness systems through the adoption of a scalable,
distributed architecture that fuses extreme-scale data related to
vessels, sea areas, and routes. Data-driven models, trained on
historical vessel mobility data, are integrated, along with real-
time AIS data, event detection functions, and visualization of
historical vessel mobility metrics. This creates a multi-layered
information system for efficient action planning and enhanced
decision-making.

To address scalability, real-time processing, and forecasting re-
quirements, the system adopts a multi-layered approach based on
the actor model [4], as implemented by the Akka framework [5].
The system utilizes lightweight, isolated actors for scalability and
responsiveness, while incorporating mechanisms for handling
state and failures. Real-time processing involves the ingestion
of data streams from multiple Kafka connections [7], including
the AIS global terrestrial network by MarineTraffic (Kpler), AIS
satellite services, and third-party AIS data providers globally.
Additionally, the system partitions the data stream to leverage
the actor model, generating multiple actors corresponding to spe-
cific vessels defined by unique Maritime Mobile Service Identity
(MMSI).

To enhance forecasting capabilities, the system integrates a
novel short-term route forecasting model at the actor level. The
system utilizes a 1-to-1 mapping for each vessel actor, ensuring
dedicated predictions per vessel in alignment with the digital
twin concept. The spatial aspect involves defining two additional
actor classes using the H3 spatial index [17]: one for proximity
event detection and another for collision forecasting. These actors
process the combined output of all vessel actors and communicate
the state of their respective event classes back to affected vessel
subsets.

Finally, actor states are stored in a Redis database [9] by a
writer actor, enabling visualization through a dedicated API in
the Middleware component. This facilitates end-user interaction
through the UI, allowing exploration of visualized routes and
event states.

3 LONG-TERM VESSEL ROUTE
FORECASTING

The system incorporates EnvClus* [19, 22] for long-term fore-
casting (L-VRF) by making API calls to predict vessel paths from
a specific origin to a destination port. EnvClus* utilizes historical
AIS data from MarineTraffic (Kpler) to train dedicated models
for each origin-destination port pair, clustering positional AIS
data to extract common vessel pathways (Figure 1iii). EnvClus*
scales globally for various origin-destination pairs and vessel
types, providing aggregated mobility statistics called Patterns
of Life [21] for a comprehensive historical traffic overview (Fig-
ure 1iv). The fusion of present vessel positions, route forecasts,
and aggregated mobility insights enables users to assess route
efficiency, explore rerouting strategies, and identify deviations
from common traffic patterns.

4 SHORT-TERM VESSEL ROUTE
FORECASTING

In [2], a state-of-the art Short-term Vessel Route Forecasting
(S-VRF) Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model is introduced
for predicting vessel trajectories using past AIS positions. The
model considers AIS database characteristics, including irregular
AIS transmissions, and generates predictions based on variable
input sequences of past vessel displacements. To meet system
requirements and enhance efficiency, a new S-VRF model ar-
chitecture is defined, reducing tensor input and output size to
fixed dimensions, and adapting to irregularities and limitations
of streaming AIS transmissions. The model architecture includes
a bidirectional LSTM layer with in-layer regularization to re-
duce overfitting. The model trained and tested using archived
AIS stream data from MarineTraffic (Kpler), demonstrates supe-
rior performance compared to linear kinematic models and is
integrated with the system architecture at an actor level. Tra-
jectory predictions are visualized for end-users through the UI
(Figure 1v).

5 VESSEL TRAFFIC FLOW FORECASTING
The main objective of Vessel Traffic Flow Forecasting (VTFF) is
to predict future vessel traffic in a specific region based on his-
torical traffic flow data represented as spatiotemporal raster data.
VTFF, methods mainly utilize grid-based representation analysis,
approaching the problem indirectly through route forecasting
or directly as a flow sequence forecasting problem. Comparative
analysis in [12] shows that the indirect VTFF strategy, particu-
larly when integrated with the S-VRF model, demonstrates su-
perior prediction accuracy and lower computational demands
compared to direct strategies. The VTFF approach, utilizing the
S-VRF model, is integrated into system, processing streaming
AIS messages to generate future trajectories. The S-VRF model
predicts vessel locations at a sampling rate of 5 minutes to 30
minutes, allocating them to the H3 spatiotemporal grid [17],
visualized in Figure 1vi, where vessel counts in each grid cell
represent the vessel traffic flow.

6 EVENT DETECTION AND FORECASTING
The system offers standard maritime event detection functions,
capturing events related to vessel movement and AIS transmis-
sion status. Examples of such events encompass the deactivation
of the AIS transmitter on a vessel [6] (Figure 1vii) and close prox-
imity between vessels (Figure 1viii). Additionally, the system
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Figure 1: Visualization of the key features and forecasting components on the user interface. i) Vessel information inspection,
ii) Vessel type filtering, iii) L-VRF, iv) Aggregated vessel mobility statistics inspection in L-VRF, v) S-VRF, vi) VTFF, vii)
AIS-switch off event detection, viii) Proximity event detection, ix) Vessel collision forecasting using the S-VRF.

Figure 2: The GMSA system architecture based on the actor model.

integrates a vessel collision forecasting algorithm at the actor
level, utilizing the S-VRF model to detect potential collisions
between vessels. Each vessel’s AIS message generates a route
forecasting prediction with the S-VRF model, resulting in seven

positions per message. The algorithm assesses temporal and spa-
tial intersections of forecasted trajectories within the 30-minute
prediction window, logging potential collisions for the end-user
if both conditions are met. The user can receive notifications,
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view collision details and check estimated collision times and
involved vessels through the UI, as illustrated in Figure 1ix.

7 DEMONSTRATION PLAN
The demonstration aims to showcase the main models and func-
tions through a video with guided use case scenarios (view the
demo video here). First, the demonstration presents the UI and
instructions for vessel information inspection and filtering. Sub-
sequently, the main models and event detection and forecasting
functions are presented.

Users aiming to use the service for long-term route forecasting
and planning will be able to extract the routes for vessels arriving
at the ports of Algeciras in Spain and Piraeus in Greece using
the EnvCLUS* model. Along the forecasted routes, the derived
historical vessel mobility insights are visualized as a heatmap
through the H3 index [17]. The combination of the EnvCLUS*
model with the mobility patterns allows users to identify the
most common route(s) as well as alternative routes towards the
port of interest, observe deviations from the typical routes and
analyze historical traffic patterns along route corridors.

Users that want to utilize the service for forecasting vessel
movements in the short-term can choose the preferred vessel
route forecasting model and utilize the vessel traffic flow fore-
casting function for enhanced vessel traffic monitoring, planning,
and situational awareness.

Finally, users can use the service for maritime event detec-
tion and forecasting. Maritime event classes are detected and
forecasted for all vessels tracked on the AIS MarineTraffic live
stream. Event lists are generated depending on the specific event
detection in the sea area of interest. AIS switch-off events and the
proximity event detection between two vessels are supported. By
leveraging the short-term route forecasting models, users may
also detect and visualize collision event forecasts in the live view.

8 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents GMSA, a scalable digital twin application
for maritime route and event forecasting that utilizes the real-
time MarineTraffic AIS streaming service by Kpler, for maritime
event detection, vessel route prediction and traffic state estima-
tion. GMSA addresses key limitations of current vessel traffic
management systems regarding their scalability and forecasting
capabilities. In future work we aim to uphold and enhance the ap-
plication’s highly scalable and adaptable architecture and develop
a comprehensive representation of global vessel mobility, serving
as a digital twin for Global Maritime Situational Awareness.
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